
UNIT 5 

GRAMMAR 

MODALS OF ABILITY 

1. Complete with the correct form of can, could or be able to. 

 Olivia Why didn’t you come and help me with my homework last night? 
 Ben  I’m afraid I _______________ to. My mum ________________ start her computer and she  
   needed me to help her. 

 Olivia Well, _______________ you come and help me with my homework tonight? 
 Ben  I’m sorry, but I _______________ to. I’ve got to help my dad set up the new TV. 
 Olivia Oh, Ben! I really _______________ do the homework. _______________ to come   

   tomorrow? 
 Ben  Tomorrow? Er… I think so. 

MODALS OF PERMISSION 

2. Complete with the correct form of can or be allowed to. 

 Bill  _______________ (you) use the school computers after school? 
 Emily Yes , we are. And we _______________ use them to play games too. 

 Bill  Wow! Can you? That’s great! 
 Emily And we _______________ do puzzles in class. 
 Bill  Are you? Your school sounds great. 

 Emily Yes, it is but we _______________ take mobile phones to school. 
 Bill  Can’t you? Why not? 
 Emily I don’t know really. And we _______________ use our tablets during break. 

 Bill  Aren’t you? Mmm… that doesn’t sound good. 



MUST, MUSTN’T, HAVE TO, DON’T HAVE TO 

3. Correct the sentences. 
 1. Students mustn’t to eat in class. 

  ________________________________________________________________________________ 
 2. Students haven’t to do Art. 
  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 3. We don’t have to bring our books to school. 
  ________________________________________________________________________________ 
 4. Students mustn’t respect the school and its teachers. 

  ________________________________________________________________________________ 
 5. He mustn’t do Music but he likes it. 
  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

HAD TO AND DIDN’T HAVE TO 

4. Complete the email with must, mustn’t, had to or didn’t have to. 
 

  



VOCABULARY 

HEALTHY HABITS 

1. Correct the words in bold by swapping them. 
  
 1. Balanced (____________________) drinks contain too much sugar. 

 2. A sleep (____________________) diet contains lots of fruit and vegetables. 
 3. Take the stressed (____________________) - it’s good exercise. 
 4. Exercising in the fizzy (____________________) air is good for you. 

 5. You should fresh (____________________) eight or nine hours a day. 
 6. Don’t get stairs (____________________) about school and exams. 

2. Choose the correct option. 

 Doctor  So what’s the trouble, Mrs Peters? 
 Mrs Peters  I don’t feel very well. 
 Doctor  Do you ____________________ indoors? 

 Mrs Peters  Yes, I don’t go out much. 
 Doctor  Well, why don’t you try ____________________? 
 Mrs Peters  I don’t have much time for exercise. 

 Doctor  You must exercise your body and ____________________. 
 Mrs Peters  All right. I’ll try. 
 Doctor   And remember,  you must take time to ____________________. And you shouldn’t  

    ____________________. Go to bed by 11 to get enough sleep. And the most   
    important thing… smile and keep a ____________________! Do what I say and   
    you’ll soon feel better. 

 1. a) sleep    b) spend a lot of time 

 2. a) going for walks  b) watching TV 
 3. a) your brain   b) stay up late 
 4. a) drink water   b) relax 

 5. a) stay up late   b) sleep eight hours 
 6. a) regular exercise  b) positive attitude 



EDUCATION 

3. Match the boxes. Then match the types of school with the descriptions. 

 1. It’s a school you go to between the ages of about 6 and 11 or 12. 
  A _________________________ school. 
 2. It’s a school you go to between the ages of about 11 and 16-18. 

  A _________________________ school. 
 3. You don’t pay fees to study here. 
  A _________________________ school. 

 4. You pay fees to go to this type of school. 
  A _________________________ school. 
 5. You live and study at this type of school. 

  A _________________________ school. 

4. Find the words and complete. 

 1. When you go to university, you study to get a ____________________. 

 2. The ____________________ are the marks you get for assignments and tests. 
 3. The school year in Spain consists of three ____________________. 
 4. Maths and Spanish are ____________________ subjects in the Spanish curriculum. 

 5. Many students in the USA have to get a ____________________ to pay for their education. 
 6. The ____________________ is the money you have to pay for education.


